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Abstract 
The process of innovation in the past has depended on intellectual resources within the organization and efforts 

to develop and commercialize them within the organization. Today, the Open Innovation Paradigm invites 

companies to make more use of external ideas and technologies in their business, and to allow other companies 

to take advantage of their innovative ideas. Open innovation is an issue that has received a lot of attention from 

researchers and managers in recent years. In the case of open innovation, organizations explore the environment 

for technology and knowledge and do not rely solely on their own internal research and development. In the past, 

the innovation process has depended on intra-organizational intellectual resources and efforts to develop and 
commercialize them within the organization. Today, the open innovation paradigm invites companies to make 

more use of external ideas and technologies in their business, and to allow other companies to take advantage of 

their innovative ideas. Open innovation is an issue that has received a lot of attention from researchers and 

managers in recent years. Open innovation emphasizes that innovation is not for specific people, specific topics, 

and specific locations, but innovation can be sought in all people in all locations and all subjects. This paradigm 

emphasizes the epidemic and socialization of innovation. The purpose of this paper is to review the processes 

and generalities of open innovation and the factors affecting it. 
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Introduction: 

1. Introduction 

Considering factors such as the short life cycle of technology, emerging technologies, costs 

and risks associated with technology, globalization of research and development processes, 

increasing the competition of firms in the market of their products and the growing 

importance of investment to finance the idea Businesses, foreign technology resources are 

very important, and knowledge flows are necessary for competition [1], but they do not work 

automatically, and companies need to develop their skills to move toward them. Rapid 

changes in the field of technology, increasing innovation costs, increasing competition in 

introducing products and technologies have led to an increase in the organization's need to 

interact with the environment and its external stakeholders by opening the organization's 

borders to exchange innovative ideas [2]. "Open innovation is an algorithm based on the 

assumption that if companies are looking to upgrade their technology, they can and should 

use foreign technology ideas, such as domestic ideas," he said. Use a variety of domestic and 

foreign routes to the market. ” Open innovation is one of the phenomena that has been 

repeatedly expressed with different definitions [3].  

The phenomenon of innovation is generally defined as the creation, creation or introduction of 

new phenomena; However, this view is very different from the scientific definitions and 

views on the phenomenon of innovation. Some of these definitions - scientific - are as 

follows: Innovation is the achievement of success in production and learning, as well as the 

use of new phenomena in the economic and social fields [4]. The strategy of modernizing and 

expanding the scope of products and services, as well as their related markets, is called 

innovation. Innovation is summed up in the presentation of new methods of production, 

supply and distribution. Introducing changes in management style, organizing work activities 

and working conditions, and workforce skills is called innovation [5]. All of these definitions 

are rooted in the views of management science experts; But what should not be overlooked is 

the fact that innovation requires commercialization and market delivery. Commercialization 

refers to the process of introducing and presenting a new product or method of production to 

the field of trade or the market [6].  
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2. Different types of innovation 

As mentioned in the above definitions, the phenomenon of innovation has different types and 

angles. Innovation can emerge in the form of offering a new product or service to the market 

[7]. In other words, by introducing products or services that have made significant changes to 

the market compared to the previous model, it is possible to innovate in the product or 

service. These changes mainly involve new features and applications. For example, the 

introduction of applications by banks to facilitate the payment of bills and the transfer of cash 

is an innovation in service [8]. 

Open Innovation and Facility Payment: Also, the supply of all-electric vehicles by 

automakers to the market is an example of product innovation. Innovation in the process is 

another form of innovation [9]. 

Open Innovation and Electric Vehicles: Clearly, implementing new or fully improved 

processes is also a form of innovation; this is mainly due to significant changes in the 

manufacturing process, the way goods are delivered or served to the customer, or the 

improvement of access to raw materials (logistics) or the distribution system [10]. For 

example, Some Company's action in launching online sales of products to the final consumer 

and delivery of goods at home is a kind of innovation in logistics. The Snap app is also a kind 

of innovation in logistics [11]. 

Open Innovation and Internet Sales: Because the Internet and smartphones have made it 

possible for citizens to access the taxi service anywhere in the city. Another type of 

innovation is marketing innovation; that includes implementing methods and using new 

marketing tools [12]. 

Open Innovation and Smartphone: Innovation in marketing involves significant optimizations 

in product design, packaging, price, distribution and product promotion. For example, Coca-

Cola's first step in offering carbonated beverages in one-and-a-half-liter bottles was, for the 

first time, a kind of innovation in packaging marketing. Innovation in the structure of the 

organization is another type of innovation [13]. Organizational innovation involves the 

implementation of new organizational methods in the field of business and external relations 

[14]. 
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3. Different degrees of innovation 

Open Innovation and Gradual Innovation: Incremental Innovation includes a variety of 

improvements and improvements in technology; without changing the rules of engineering. 

Such as DVD technology that uses computer technology engineering rules [15]. Open 

Innovation and Fundamental Innovation: Radical Innovation includes fundamental changes in 

the rules of technology engineering. Like the evolution of the audio and video player industry 

with the advent of the compact disc, this was previously based on the cassette tape [16]. 
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Disruptive Innovation: Disruptive Innovation involves fundamental innovation that succeeds 

in capturing the technology market of the previous generation [17]. Replace it altogether. 

Such as low-energy lamp technology, this was completely replaced by incandescent lamps by 

fundamentally changing the engineering rules of lighting lamps [18]. 

Innovation in Technology Architecture: In this way, innovation is the only connection 

between the components that undergoes transformation. Miniaturization is an example of 

innovation in technology architecture [19]. Another example of this kind of change was the 

introduction of tablets to the market, which take full advantage of smartphone technology. 

Open Innovation and Modules: The ability to produce a family of products based on the basic 

characteristics of a product is called the ability to produce a platform [20]. One of the 

determining factors in the ability to develop different products from the same platform is the 

modularity factor. Modularity refers to the ability to separate and reconnect components of a 

system; which causes flexibility and scope of application of a system [21]. 

The difference between cars with automatic transmission technology and cars with manual 

transmissions can be defined by the fundamental modular innovation made in the torque 

transfer module (gearbox) [22]. 
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4. Open innovation and closed innovation 

The term innovation was first coined by Joseph Schumpeter. He linked innovation to 

economic development and introduced it as a new combination of wealth-generating 

resources [7]. It should be noted that innovation is not just a one-time phenomenon, but a 

continuous process consisting of an organizational decision-making process at all stages, from 

the development of a new idea to its implementation. Innovation today is defined as an 

interactive process for problem solving and learning [9]. Factors such as declining access to 

resources, the similarity and shortness of life of strategies, maintaining youth and agility, 

competition in global markets, etc., led organizations to innovate and create revolutionary 

ideas. Although innovation can occur in product, service, technology, paradigm, etc., strategic 

innovation is the concept of competition in the existing industry that redefines and enhances 

customer values [11]. 

 

Closed Innovation: Closed innovation is the traditional pattern of innovation. In this 

traditional view, companies necessarily consider the innovation phenomenon to be an 

endogenous phenomenon and emphasize the need for the company to control the innovation 

process [14]. However, Henry.Chesbrough emphasizes that intra-organizational research and 

development can no longer be considered the sole driver of innovation. Because the way 

companies are dialogized and commercialized has changed completely [17].  
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Open Innovation: In contrast to closed innovation perspective, there is open innovation 

perspective; which emphasizes the permeability of the organization's borders. The Open 

Innovation Perspective was first introduced by Henry Chesbro of the University of California, 

Berkeley [18]. "Since there are always a lot of valuable ideas outside of the firm, companies 

need to be active in buying and selling intellectual property ideas," Checkrow said. 

Intellectual property means a type of property that includes intangible assets derived from 

people's ideas. Common types of intellectual property include copyright, patents, trademarks, 

and trade secrets [19]. Technology-based assets should not be considered independent of the 

company's business model. In other words, companies in the path of technological progress 

can and should use ideas and paths within and outside the organization to accelerate 

innovation and improve the market [20]. Henry Chesbrou defines open innovation as follows; 

Purposeful Inflow and Outflow of Knowledge in order to accelerate intra-organizational 

innovation and to expand markets through the platform for the application of innovations 

outside the organization [21]. In other words, open innovation is the source of finding, 

integrating, and expanding innovation in the development of products and business systems 

through a win-win foreign partnership channel to achieve maximum business value through 

investment in research and development [22]. 
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The Open Innovation Pattern looks at R&D as an open system and believes that valuable 

ideas can come from inside or outside the company, and that these ideas can be marketed 

through the company or outside the business. This method has the same value for internal and 

external ideas. Open innovation is sometimes confused with the Open Source movement in 

software development. Some of the concepts between the two are the same, such as the idea 

of creating large sources of external information to create value, but they also have 

fundamental differences [23]. Open innovation sees the business model as a source for Value 

Creation and Value Capture. The business model maintains the company's position in the 

industry's value chain and takes into account the company's specific interests, while the open 

source movement focuses on value creation throughout an industry's value chain, and 

proponents of the movement oppose recording value [24]. 

In fact, open innovation believes that useful knowledge is very widespread and distributed, 

and even the most capable research and development units should look at identifying, making 

connections, and using foreign knowledge resources as a key process [9]. Ideas that once only 

sprouted in large corporations may now be crystallized under different circumstances and in 

an individual invention or a high-tech startup in Silicon Valley or even in the research of an 

educational institution [3]. These conditions may not exist in any business environment, and 

people need to look carefully at the infrastructure and conditions that make open innovation 

dynamic. Open innovation considers the ability to absorb and use foreign knowledge as one 

of the most important capabilities of any company [25]. 
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5. New Innovation Framework for Using Technology 

The new innovation framework has completely changed the past, and companies will seek to 

turn their technology into a product and market it in a variety of ways, rather than simply 

creating technology for their own use [1]. On the other hand, in the new framework, 

companies no longer want to create technology only inside the company and are ready to use 

the knowledge resources outside the company [15]. Also, in this context, not only do 

companies not want to maintain the intellectual property of innovation exclusively and 

prevent the use of others, but they also manage their intellectual property in such a way that in 

addition to improving their business model, the possibility of more profitability for Provide 

others. In this regard, it pays special attention to start-ups based on small and medium 

technology and knowledge-based companies [14]. The first perspective is the globalization of 

research and innovation. As research into technology and the development of products and 

services progresses toward globalization, it has become easier for companies to access 

innovation resources, and this fact has led to an increase in the capacity to attract companies 

and improve their access to existing technological knowledge and capabilities. It has become 

all over the world [21]. 

Structural perspective: The next perspective is the structural perspective. This view suggests 

that the division of labor in the innovation process is increasing. There is a tremendous trend 

in research and development outsourcing and innovative collaborations. One of the drivers of 

this issue is the reduction of costs and more specialization due to the complexity of products 

and technologies [19]. 
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User and Customer Perspective: The third perspective is the view of users and customers who 

are integrated with the innovation process and they are mentioned as factors available to the 

company to understand the hidden needs of customers and their practical knowledge [25]. 

This has increased the participation of users and customers in the innovation process of 

companies. Suppliers 'Perspective: Another view is suppliers' perspective. In this view, the 

participation and integration of suppliers in the innovation process can have a significant 

impact on improving the performance of companies in most industries [10]. 

Cultural perspective: Finally, the cultural perspective is expressed. From a cultural 

perspective, moving toward open innovation requires starting with the way people think and 

behave. One of the obstacles to open innovation is the "not invented here" syndrome [26]. 

 

6. Conclusion: 

It seems that what is referred to as open innovation in the current context should be viewed 

with more hesitation; because on the one hand, the freshness and virginity of this concept and 

on the other hand, its effectiveness is not very well documented and reasoned. Open 

innovation seems to be more of a successful slogan than a scientific finding or a promising 

paradigm. Another is that companies' perceptions and business incentives are practically at 

odds with the concept of open approach. But real open innovation can be implemented with a 

radical perspective on this paradigm; And that is moving towards free and global innovation. 

In this case, a good idea does not just about own a person, so it can be shared, used, and 

developed for free; while inventors are paid to invent, not for previous inventions. The open 

innovation model is in fact the opposite of vertical and traditional models in which the 

production of a product is the result of research and development within companies. If we 

want to express the concept of open innovation in one sentence, open innovation means using 

useful internal currents (knowledge of internal revenues) and knowledge outside the company 

in order to accelerate internal innovation. Open innovation is a model that advises companies 

to value as much as they value the company's internal ideas, as well as the ideas that exist and 

flow in the world outside the company, so that they can access different markets. Advance 

companies' technology. Open innovation processes combine internal and external ideas in the 

form of different architectures and systems, and use business models to define the 

requirements of architectures and systems. This business model uses internal and external 

ideas to create value while defining internal mechanisms to claim part of that value.  
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